Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony before the Select Committee to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the United States Capitol. I am the founder and president of Campaign Legal Center (CLC), a nonpartisan 501(c)(3) organization dedicated to advancing American democracy through law. I am also a Republican former Commissioner and Chair of the Federal Election Commission, and served as General Counsel to John McCain’s 2000 and 2008 presidential campaigns and Deputy General Counsel to President George H. W. Bush’s 1988 Presidential campaign.

American democracy stands at a perilous crossroads: will it remain a country based on the rule of law and of truth, or fall to hidden manipulation and deception, and will the peaceful struggle to ensure representative self-government prevail over the fight for raw power? This Select Committee’s urgent work to investigate the sources of what ails our political process and fueled the unprecedented attack on our Capitol is critical to begin reinforcing America’s founding democratic ideals as a nation of integrity and freedom.

I testify before you to emphasize the threat that persistent lies about an allegedly “stolen election” present to our democratic institutions. The fiction that the voting and counting in the 2020 election was in any form illegitimate has been thoroughly debunked in court proceedings across the country, in experts’ analyses,
and by the hardworking officials who oversaw the election. Nonetheless, the stolen election lies have persisted, creating a dangerous ecosystem in which contrived emergencies degrade public trust in elections, which is then used to justify changes in policy and law that impose real harms on our voting processes and the people who administer them.

The emerging threats to our democratic processes that I want to address here manifest in four main categories: the increasing number of proposed state bills and enacted laws that cynically limit eligible voters’ access to the ballot; the proliferation of ad hoc, partisan reviews of election results; the widening of cracks in our legal framework that can be exploited by rogue actors to usurp the electoral power from the people; and the alarming increase of threats against election officials and the politicization of their roles. These efforts to cast doubt on our electoral system have led to a startling loss of trust in the American political system that will take concerted efforts to restore.

Although these problems are significant, I am confident they are solvable. The public’s faith in the truth and in our democracy can overcome these difficult times. The federal government must help the truth prevail by enacting and enforcing laws that shore up our institutions and reduce the dangers imposed by the stolen election lies.

A. Stolen election lies lead to harmful voting restrictions, improper government practices, and threats to election officials.

Traditionally, the work of CLC and other voting rights and democracy reform organizations has emphasized combatting restrictions on the freedom to vote and improving voting access—from registration to the casting of ballots to the processing and tabulating stages. This work has taken on renewed importance in the face of the dramatic increase in state legislatures pushing bills that make it more difficult to vote for no good reason. But the nature of our work has also changed significantly since the post-election events that culminated on January 6, 2021. Now, democracy advocates must confront new hazards in the form of election sabotage and the
politization of election administration that, along with pre-election restrictions of the franchise, can damage the integrity of the entire electoral system. Addressing these mounting concerns is critical to advancing democracy and protecting the freedom to vote.

In this section of my testimony, I will briefly overview the stolen election lies that have escalated in recent years, and then will discuss in greater detail how those falsehoods have prompted real harms to voters, our democratic institutions, and the people who make our electoral system work.

The election skeptics cast doubt on time-tested and widely used programs that enable eligible voters to safely, conveniently, and securely exercise their freedom to vote—such as vote by mail, early voting, and accessible drop boxes—and have encouraged new laws that arbitrarily increase the costs of political participation. The falsehoods have led to partisan reviews of ballots and voting systems and have inspired new legislation that makes it easier for politicians to discard the expressed will of their voters. Distressingly, the lies endanger election officials with threats of violence, often forcing hardworking nonpartisan public servants out of their jobs and rousing highly partisan election conspiracists to try and replace them.

1. The stolen election lies are groundless and damaging.

The proximate causes of the new subversive threats to American democracy are the widely dispersed lies that the 2020 presidential election was “stolen”, and that the winner is somehow illegitimate. Leading up to and since the 2020 election cycle, partisan actors have promoted the false narrative that there is widespread voter fraud in American elections and that their preferred candidates lose only because the other side cheated. Propagators of this conspiracy have used their stolen election lies to justify efforts to overturn the results of elections, to make voting harder, and to actually corrupt elections in the future.¹

For example, what started as online misinformation that voters in Arizona were being “forced to use felt-tipped Sharpie pens” that they wrongly believed voting machines would not count inspired the false allegation “that thousands of Trump votes would be thrown out in Arizona” and became part of a slew of election lies about the election results there. This simple lie, quickly demonstrated by nonpartisan election officials to be false, might have been comical if it were not so destructive. But the falsehoods about sharpies and ballots went on to help generate frivolous lawsuits challenging Arizona’s results, and led to armed protesters crowding outside a ballot-counting center calling for vote-counting to stop. The election conspiracies in Arizona further prompted prominent elected officials to submit a falsified slate of alternative presidential electors to Congress contrary to the popular vote in that state, undertake a costly and damaging partisan review of the ballots in the state’s largest county, and propose and enact changes to state election law that reduce voter access and needlessly increase election costs and complexity.

Other stolen election lies arose from partisans exploiting some voters’ misperception that all the eligible ballots would be processed and counted by the end of election day, and that they could expect final results that night. The timeline for when all votes are processed and counted is in part related to the volume of ballots
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5 See States United Democracy Ctr. April and June Reports, supra note 1.
that election officials must accurately canvass. But perceived delays to the timeline are also directly related to whether state law allows election officials to preprocess early returned ballots to be ready to tabulate as soon as polls close. Nearly every state in the country enables its election officials to preprocess valid ballots that are returned before election day by, for example, simply removing the ballot from its envelope, flattening it, and stacking it with other ballots to be ready for tabulation after polls close. With millions of ballots to count, this preparation time adds up; preprocessing reduces the already significant strain on election day. States that limit or prohibit preprocessing—including closely contested states like Pennsylvania, Michigan, and Wisconsin—prolonged the counting process, which stolen election lie believers exploited to sow doubt in the election. During this time, partisans used the delays they created in state law to promote their stolen election lies and pressure their constituents to launch “stop the count” movements that sought to distort election results by not tabulating lawful votes.

The pressure campaign for partisans to subscribe to the stolen election lies has made the issue a national political litmus test for candidates across the country. During the height of the over sixty frivolous litigation contests challenging the 2020 results, former president Trump undertook an unrelenting attack on the election by using his bully pulpit to publicly incite his supporters and to privately seek to coerce
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federal and state officials to throw out the popular election. The lies spread online and on partisan media outlets, which were then promoted by hundreds of elected lawmakers who breached the public trust by magnifying the reach of these falsehoods. The rising threat of political violence from these lies prompted the incumbent national security and federal law enforcement apparatus to reassure the public that the 2020 election was “the most secure in American history” with “no evidence that any voting system deleted or lost votes, changed votes, or was in any way compromised” and no serious evidence of voter fraud. But the mistrust already sown meant many “true believers” believed these statements too were false. Since then, even some prominent proponents of the stolen election lies have admitted as a defense in court that “[n]o reasonable person would conclude that the statements [challenging the 2020 election] were truly statements of fact.” Nonetheless, the lies have continued, and are still believed by many.
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10 Karen Yourish & Larry Buchanan, Since Election Day, a Lot of Tweeting and Not Much Else for Trump, N.Y. Times, Nov. 24, 2020, https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/11/24/us/politics/trump-twitter-tweets-election-results.html (“In total, the president attacked the legitimacy of the election more than 400 times since Election Day, though his claims of fraud have been widely debunked”); Anita Kumar & Gabby Orr, Inside Trump’s Pressure Campaign to Overturn the Election, Politico (Dec. 21, 2020), www.politico.com/news/2020/12/21/trump-pressure-campaign-overturn-election-449486 (“In total, the president talked to at least 31 Republicans, encompassing mostly local and state officials from four critical battleground states he lost — Michigan, Arizona, Georgia and Pennsylvania. The contacts included at least 12 personal phone calls to 11 individuals, and at least four White House meetings with 20 Republican state lawmakers, party leaders and attorneys general, all people he hoped to win over to his side. Trump also spoke by phone about his efforts with numerous House Republicans and at least three current or incoming Senate Republicans.”).


Our democratic institutions bent but ultimately held firm under the strain of the post-2020 election chaos that culminated with the January 6 attack on the Capitol and challenges to the electors. But the damage done, and the weaknesses exploited during that time, have laid the groundwork for future attacks against and within our electoral system. The former president has kept the stolen election lies narrative at the forefront, and made a candidate’s willingness to accept those falsehoods a salient political criterion in party politics. The fabricated stolen election efforts have shifted political dynamics across the country, with one recent analysis finding that “163 Republicans who have embraced Trump’s false claims are running for statewide positions that would give them authority over the administration of elections.” And numerous losing candidates for public office since the 2020 election have already harnessed the stolen election lies to cast doubt on their losses and the legitimacy of their opponents, no matter the margin of victory.

These stolen election lies cast a dangerous shadow extending well beyond 2020. Proponents of the lies continue to interrogate election officials and demand they prove a negative—that no distortions affected the elections—as a justification to continue repeating falsehoods about the voting system indefinitely. Researchers studying
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17 Ashley Parker, et al., *How Republicans became the party of Trump’s election lie after Jan. 6*, Wash. Post (Jan. 5, 2022), https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/republicans-jan-6-election-lie/2022/01/05/82f4cad4-6cb6-11ec-974b-d406e8b26b0_story.html.

18 Numerous losing candidates have refused to concede because of trumped up lies about voting fraud. For example, upon losing to Congresswoman Karen Bass of California, challenger Errol Webber echoed President Trump’s rhetoric, tweeting, “I will NOT concede. Every LEGAL vote needs to be counted!” In Maryland, candidate Kimberly Klacik cast doubt on the validity of mail-in votes, writing, “I beat my opponent on day of & in-person early voting, along with absentee. However, 97k mail in ballots were found in his favor?” See Teo Armus, *Echoing Trump, Congressional Candidates Refuse to Concede, Make Unproven Fraud Claims*, Wash. Post (Nov. 10, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2020/11/10/congress-trump-election-fraud-claim; see also John L. Dorman, *A Florida Republican who was defeated by 59 percentage points in a congressional special election won’t concede*, Business Insider (Jan. 16, 2022), https://www.businessinsider.com/florida-republican-mariner-wont-concede-cherfilus-mccormick-house-race-landslide-2022-1.

The election falsehoods encourage laws that limit voter access.

Even before the post-election chaos of 2020, early proponents of stolen election lies derided states that sought to make access to voting easier—during an unprecedented global pandemic—so their citizens could safely make their voices heard without putting their health in jeopardy. The focus of the attack became voting by mail, where eligible registered voters receive a mailed ballot to their home and can return their voted ballot before election day, often by return mail or by dropping it off at a designated location. This type of voting has been available for years in a range of states, with Colorado, Hawaii, Oregon, Washington, and Utah adopting a comprehensive vote by mail system before 2020 but still providing their citizens with alternative opportunities to vote in-person on election day.

Despite the successful practices in these states, numerous studies showing vote by mail is safe and secure, and even many stolen election proponents themselves using that method to cast their own ballot, falsehoods about vote by mail took off in 2020. The lies were deliberate and carefully planned, operating to convince a segment of voters that there would be two elections, one legitimate and comprised only of in-person, election-day voting, and a separate, fraudulent election where vote
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by mail ballots were frauds and favored one political party.\textsuperscript{25} This highly effective and pernicious disinformation campaign against expanded voting access spread across the American political media ecosystem to mislead Americans that vote by mail is somehow unreliable or manipulable.\textsuperscript{26}

In reality, our elections are quite secure, and the actual occurrence of voter fraud is vanishingly rare.\textsuperscript{27} The many successes in the administration of the 2020 election and low occurrence of irregularities, even under strained pandemic conditions, only further proves the point.\textsuperscript{28}

But the stolen election lies that attacked the innovations ensuring voting was safe and convenient in 2020—and producing record-breaking high turnout for voters of all political persuasions\textsuperscript{29}—have continued and materialized in harmful changes in state laws. As Benjamin Ginsberg, a prominent Republican election lawyer, summarized, partisans who support the stolen election lies are “conjuring up charges of fraud to erect barriers to voting for people [the Republican party] fears won’t

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{27} See, e.g., Elaine Kamarck and Christine Stenglein, \textit{Low Rates of Fraud in Vote-By-Mail States Show the Benefits Outweigh the Risks}, The Brookings Institution (June 2, 2020), https://brook.gs/3ct24tD (analyzing elections in universal vote-by-mail states—Colorado, Hawaii, Oregon, Utah, and Washington—and discrediting fraud concerns); Wendy R. Weiser, \textit{The False Narrative of Vote-by-Mail Fraud}, Brennan Ctr. for Justice (Apr. 10, 2020), www.brennancenter.org/our-work/analysis-opinion/false-narrative-vote-mail-fraud (studying voter datasets and concluding it is “more likely for an American to be struck by lightning than to commit mail voting fraud”); Richard L. Hasen, \textit{Election Meltdown 128} (2020) (summarizing that “[t]he issue of organized voter fraud has now been put to the test in courts and in social science” and amounts to no more than “a sham perpetrated by people who should know better, advanced for political advantage”).
\item \textsuperscript{28} Nick Corasaniti, et al., \textit{The Times Called Officials in Every State: No Evidence of Voter Fraud}, N.Y. Times (Nov. 6, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/10/us/politics/voting-fraud.html; Christina A. Cassidy, \textit{Far too little vote fraud to tip election to Trump, AP finds}, Associated Press (Dec. 14, 2021), https://apnews.com/article/voter-fraud-election-2020-joe-biden-trump-7fcb6f134e5286ee8237c7601db3328f; Jane Mayer, supra note 19 (stating, for example, that “data on Arizona, the putative center of the storm, is not exactly alarming: of the millions of votes cast in the state from 2016 to 2020, only nine individuals were convicted of fraud. Each instance involved someone casting a duplicate ballot in another state. There were no recorded cases of identity fraud, ballot stuffing, voting by non-citizens, or other nefarious schemes. The numbers confirm that there is some voter fraud, or at least confusion, but not remotely enough to affect election outcomes”).
\end{itemize}
support its candidates.”

The falsehoods have inspired a well-funded national movement that exploits the stolen election lies and baseless claims of fraud to make voting needlessly harder; it undermines the basic democratic guarantee that all eligible voters must be empowered to vote and have that vote counted.

At the end of the 2021 state legislative sessions, states across the country had enacted a record-shattering number of new voting restrictions that often derived from the stolen election lies. In total, state legislators proposed 581 new bills that experts say would have made voting more difficult. Lawmakers in 21 states enacted into law 52 of those proposed bills—many of which were omnibus bills containing dozens of new restrictions—to make voting more difficult. This steep increase in new anti-voter laws far exceeded the previous high water mark set with the 19 total voting restrictions enacted in 2011.

Recent laws enacted in Texas and Georgia provide two of the most glaring examples. In those states, lawmakers hastily pushed through two broad election law measures—known as Georgia S.B. 202 and Texas S.B. 1—that dramatically changed the states’ voting processes to make access to the ballot more difficult overall. The legislatures in both states did so by engaging in procedural maneuvering that limited public input, relying on politically motivated outside organizations to draft numerous
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31 Jane Mayer, supra note 19.


33 See sources cited supra note 32.

provisions, and at times admitting that the changes were to serve a political calculation rather than bolster a fair voting process.\textsuperscript{35}

Among other restrictions, both laws reduce the applicable time periods to request a mail-in ballot, and then add confusing requirements for voters submitting a vote by mail ballot or an application for a ballot to provide additional information that does not correlate with voting eligibility and disrupts voters’ settled expectations. So far, the results of the two new laws are that fewer eligible voters, and in particular voters of color, are able to participate in the political process. In Texas this year, provisions of S.B. 1 resulted in election officials disqualifying vote by mail ballots at abnormally high rates during the state’s 2022 primary.\textsuperscript{36} Roughly 13% of all submitted vote by mail ballots were discarded as a direct result of the new restrictive legal requirements, while experts say that any rejection rate above 2% is cause for concern in a typical election.\textsuperscript{37} The result was that 22,898 likely eligible voters in Texas did not have their ballots counted during the primary because of new hurdles S.B. 1 put in place.\textsuperscript{38} In Georgia, S.B. 202’s changed requirements also led to election officials rejecting 4% of mail-in ballot request forms—up from fewer that 1% before the new law’s restrictions were enacted. In a state like Georgia, where the margin of victory is often narrow, such a high number of voter rejections could make the difference in close elections.

Texas’ and Georgia’s new restrictions are unfortunately not outliers. Florida in 2021 similarly enacted an omnibus restrictive voting law, S.B. 90, that also increased


\textsuperscript{37} Id.

\textsuperscript{38} Id.
the costs of voting by mail and risks heightened rejections of eligible voters as in Georgia and Texas.\textsuperscript{39} Arizona, among several other restrictive laws, enacted H.B. 1485\textsuperscript{40} that made the State’s permanent early voting list no longer permanent because declining to vote would trigger eligible voters being kicked off the list.\textsuperscript{41} Montana enacted numerous new laws—H.B. 176, H.B. 506, and S.B. 169—that in effect make it harder for students and Native voters to participate in the political process.\textsuperscript{42} And Iowa enacted S.F. 413, which makes voting more burdensome at nearly every stage of the process by significantly shortening available voting hours and opportunities.\textsuperscript{43} All of these bills and others have drawn costly litigation, requiring taxpayers to expend huge sums to defend laws that make it harder for them to vote, and are based on lies about elections rather than any empirical need to disrupt the valid ballot security measures already in place.\textsuperscript{44}

The harmful results of the 2021 legislative session are far from the last word about what the stolen election lies have done to reshape voting in America. This year, in 2022, state legislatures across the country are back to work building on the election falsehoods to continue making voting harder for their citizens. As of March 2022, numerous proposed bills that are even more extreme that those presented in 2021 are making their way through States’ legislatures.\textsuperscript{45}


\textsuperscript{40} H.B. 1485, 55th Leg., 1st Reg. Sess. (Ariz. 2021).


For example, Arizona legislators have rushed to introduce over a hundred election bills that would politicize the State’s election administration processes and propose substantial cutbacks to voting options that have historically eased the burdens on Arizona voters. One of the most egregious proposals that Arizona recently enacted into law, H.B. 2492, adds significant new voter registration and voter eligibility requirements that proponents knowingly enacted to violate federal law. Among other extreme provisions, H.B. 2492 feeds off the stolen election lies by demanding that all voters provide costly and at times inaccessible documentary proof of U.S. citizenship and proof of current residence to be eligible to vote; conditioning ability to register on whether a voter submits a state registration form or federal registration form; targeting naturalized U.S. citizens by mandating registrants disclose their place of birth, even though that is immaterial to eligibility; requiring state officials to check voters against inaccurate and stale databases to initiate purging them from the registration rolls, and then subjecting them to potential criminal prosecution; and prohibiting an entire class of eligible registered voters from using vote by mail opportunities and voting in presidential elections at all.

Additionally, a law that recently passed in Florida, S.B. 254, creates a new election crimes “police force”—a measure local election officials deemed a “recipe for disaster” that seeks to placate stolen election lie proponents and invites the harassment of eligible voters. Georgia lawmakers have taken similar steps to advance H.B. 1464, which would, along with other disruptive election law changes, 
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also create a broad-mandated election investigation task force that nonpartisan election officials oppose.\textsuperscript{50} And Idaho legislators have pushed two bills, H.B. 692 and H.B. 693, that reduce voting opportunities and that proponents have explicitly tied to their 2020 stolen election lies.\textsuperscript{51} These are among many other examples of state lawmakers continuing to make policy decisions based on myths about the 2020 presidential results, and currying political favor with the proponents of those falsehoods.

Moreover, some key states have continued their unwillingness to make positive changes in state election law that would give voters greater faith in our elections. Most notable are Pennsylvania, Michigan, and Wisconsin, which, as described above, have continued their refusal to implement adequate procedures for election officials to preprocess early received ballots to lessen the overwhelming work on election day, enable quicker results, and reduce the ability of election conspiracists to sow doubt during the post-election day period. Pennsylvania failed to enact legislation that would give election officials more time to process vote by mail ballots.\textsuperscript{52} Wisconsin lawmakers have likewise declined to take up a proposal that would allow preprocessing and ease election day burdens.\textsuperscript{53} Michigan officials changed the law in late 2020 to permit some larger cities to open ballot envelopes one day before election day, but this slight change was inadequate to allow for proper preprocessing.\textsuperscript{54}

Following the 2020 election, some Michigan lawmakers wanted to go the opposite


\textsuperscript{51} Clark Corbin, \textit{Idaho legislative committee advances to bills making last-minute voting changes}, Idaho Capital Sun (Mar. 2, 2022), https://idahocapitalsun.com/2022/03/02/idaho-legislative-committee-advances-to-bills-making-last-minute-voting-changes/.


direction and make ballot counting even more difficult. Instead of allowing election officials added time to preprocess ballots, the lawmakers introduced a bill that would have mandated vote-counting stop the day after election day, regardless of whether all ballots were counted.\footnote{See S.B. 299, 100th Leg., 1st Reg. Sess. (Mich. 2021).} States failing to make necessary and noncontroversial changes to avoid prolonged vote counting risks repeating the same mistakes of the 2020 election that gave room for the stolen election lies to develop.

The choices undertaken by legislators to give credence to stolen election lies by undermining our voting system are deeply misguided. Alternatively, bipartisan groups of lawmakers in some states have rightly taken the lesson of the 2020 election to be that expansions to voter access help all voters and do not benefit one political party over another. Kentucky is an example of productive, bipartisan lawmaking to make voting easier without compromising election security. The state recently enacted legislation to increase voting options and election security (at least as compared to pre-pandemic elections), including an expansion of early voting, an online portal for requesting a mail-in ballot, and a gradual transition to voting systems that guarantee a paper ballot trail.\footnote{Bruce Schreiner, \textit{Kentucky Governor Signs Bipartisan Early Voting Measure}, Associated Press (Apr. 7, 2021), https://www.usnews.com/news/politics/articles/2021-04-07/kentucky-governor-signs-bipartisan-early-voting-measure.} Likewise, Utah’s legislature rejected a proposed bill that would have eliminated Utah’s comprehensive vote-by-mail system, H.B. 371, because a bipartisan group of lawmakers spurned the baseless claims of fraud and understood that expansions to voting help all citizens.\footnote{Bryan Schott, \textit{Utah House committee rejects baseless claims of election fraud; soundly defeats bill to end universal vote by mail}, Salt Lake Trib. (Feb. 23, 2022), https://www.sltrib.com/news/politics/2022/02/23/utah-house-committee/.} Indeed, in Virginia, which has in recent years enacted many reliable expansions that improve voting access, saw historic high voter turnout in the election of a Republican governor, further disproving the notion that letting more people vote redounds to the advantage of one political party.\footnote{Reid J. Epstein, \textit{The Democratic Turnout Myth Unravels}, N.Y. Times (Nov. 6, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2021/11/04/us/politics/democrats-turnout-virginia.html.}
The last two years of states’ efforts to make significant cutbacks to the freedom to vote show that groundless stolen election myths are resulting in real world consequences at voters’ expense. Falsely asserting that voting by mail is somehow illegitimate (while often using that mechanism oneself) or that expanding times to vote somehow increases the risk of corruption is not empty rhetoric. Voters carry the burdens of these lies, and in the end they result in bad policy that makes the costs of participating in our democratic process higher for no valid reason.

3. **The election falsehoods encourage partisan ballot reviews and partisan election takeovers that undermine the integrity of the voting system.**

The stolen election lies have also led to problematic new laws and practices that hyper-politicize the administration of elections and reviews of their results. This falls into two main categories: the inception of partisan sham audits that question lawfully certified results, and the attempted partisan usurpation of authority over elections administration that shifts control from designated election officials to political actors. These transformations that arise from the stolen election lies pose a tremendous threat to the proper functioning of, and the people’s trust in, our voting system.

i. **Post-election partisan sham “audits” diminish trust in elections.**

True post-election audits, in which a subset of the ballots cast in each county are hand counted to verify the accuracy of the initial reported results, are standard practice in many states across the county. But following the 2020 election, partisan actors in certain states sought to vindicate their falsehoods by undertaking unreliable post-certification reviews of the final results. Unlike standard post-election audits—which include numerous safeguards to ensure reliability and transparency, and
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which serve a valuable role in our democracy—these ad hoc partisan investigations employ unqualified third parties using unreliable techniques to go on fishing expeditions for political fodder. Such sham investigations that build off the stolen election lies threaten to undermine confidence in our election systems.

The most infamous of these efforts, in Maricopa County, Arizona, illustrates the deficiencies and dangers of post-election partisan reviews that operate outside the typical audit framework. Roughly 10,000 votes separated the winner and loser in Arizona’s presidential election results in 2020. A standard post-election audit conducted by a bipartisan group of election officials under state law found no irregularities. But dissatisfied with this outcome, and under pressure from supporters of the stolen election lies, Arizona’s state senate leadership authorized a so-called “forensic audit” of the results only in Maricopa County—Arizona’s largest and most diverse county. The legislature demanded—on threat of criminal prosecution—that Maricopa County officials turn over voter equipment and millions of ballots to a contractor called Cyber Ninjas that had no relevant experience in election work, dubious fundraising sources, unambiguous partisan and financial incentives, and volunteer staff comprised of aggrieved supporters of the losing presidential candidate.

The unprofessional and partisan Cyber Ninjas process ultimately confirmed that the announced winner of Arizona’s presidential election did in fact receive the
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most votes. But it nevertheless raised several baseless claims about the security of Arizona’s elections, which has provided a pretext for Arizona lawmakers to foment skepticism of the results and propose changes in Arizona law that would make voting access harder and election administration more partisan. Despite Maricopa County publishing an exhaustive report thoroughly debunking the conspiracies promoted in the Cyber Ninjas report, polls show that the damage to Arizonans’ faith in the integrity of the state’s elections was already done just by having the sham review at all. Only 36% of those polled believe that the Cyber Ninjas review proved the fair winner in Maricopa County, and a majority of Republicans still rejected that topline finding, choosing to believe instead that the process found significant fraud to further validate the stolen election lies. The tangible costs go even further, with the Cyber Ninjas process now running up a $4 million bill to taxpayers to replace compromised election equipment and address numerous legal disputes.

Unfortunately, Arizona’s error-prone, costly, and partisan-motivated “investigation” has not been an isolated occurrence. Undeterred by the roundly rejected and wasteful Cyber Ninjas review, other states have followed Arizona’s lead to undertake their own partisan election investigations that further damage faith in our voting systems. After the Governor vetoed the Pennsylvania legislature’s
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65 Miles Parks, Experts Call It a ‘Clown Show’ but Arizona ‘Audit’ Is a Disinformation Blueprint, NPR (June 3, 2021), https://www.npr.org/2021/06/03/1000954549/experts-call-it-a-clown-show-but-arizona-audit-is-a-disinformation-blueprint.


proposed wide-ranging measure to rewrite the state’s election law, including provisions that would enable partisan officials to sabotage elections, lawmakers turned to other methods to further their stolen election lies. In September 2021, state senators in Pennsylvania began what they called a “forensic investigation” of the election that was decided and certified almost a year prior. The investigation launched a sweeping, ad hoc, secretive, and standardless review of ballots, which, among other things, attempted to subpoena the private information of more than nine million registered voters for analysis by a firm with no experience in election law or data analytics. When details of the contract with the audit company were eventually released to the public, more questions than answers remained and it is unclear if the results of the “investigation” due in May 2022 will be released for public scrutiny.

In Texas, just days after the conclusion of the Arizona sham review and hours after a request from the former president, the Texas Secretary of State’s office announced a “full forensic audit” of the 2020 general election in four Texas counties: Collin, Dallas, Harris, and Tarrant. Unsurprisingly, the first batch of results of the review found nothing out of the ordinary. But regardless, the efforts undertaken gave election skeptics more reasons to further their lies about the results—even in a state that the former president won.

Finally, in Wisconsin, a top state lawmaker hired former Wisconsin Supreme Court Justice Michael Gableman to oversee a partisan investigation of the 2020
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election, announcing the selection at his political party’s annual convention. Gableman’s alleged vow to act as a neutral arbiter with no preconceived conclusions was inconsistent with his previous public and private efforts to spread the stolen election lies. When Gableman released his 136-page report to the General Assembly in February 2022, he embraced fringe election conspiracies and advocated for the decertification of the 2020 election results—a proposal both impossible and unlawful.

While these partisan audits have largely gone unaddressed and seem to be further expanding to other states, the U.S. Department of Justice has published warnings about their harms to our democratic process. In July 2021, the Attorney General released guidance to ensure that states comply with federal law if conducting post-election “audits.” The Attorney General’s stated primary concerns with these purported audits are two-fold: the risk to compromising election records, as happened in Arizona, and the threats of voter intimidation, such as those associated with stolen election conspiracists going door-to-door to interrogate voters in North Carolina, Colorado, and elsewhere. Along these lines, the Attorney General sent a letter to
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the organizers of the Arizona audit, which lead them to drop a planned canvass of voters under the threat of federal enforcement action.80

These partisan-driven, costly, and amateur reviews of elections by lawmakers and inexperienced third parties feed the stolen election narrative. They are at best redundant with the states’ existing legitimate audit procedures that are dependable and designed by experts in the field of election administration. More dangerously, the so-called “fraudits” further erode trust in democracy, and the fabricated results can be used as a cover story for partisans’ efforts to exert greater control over elections and enact laws that make voting needlessly more difficult.

ii. Attempts at partisan usurpation of election administration reduce security in elections.

Among the most concerning responses to the stolen election lies are attempts by partisan actors to interfere with traditionally nonpartisan election administration functions. In the 2021 legislative sessions, state legislators “proposed more than two hundred bills in 41 states that have the potential to allow those legislators to interfere with election administration in one way or another, and at least two dozen bills have already been passed into law.”81 These efforts can be tied directly to the former president’s efforts to “pursu[e] a strategy to have Republican-run legislatures in battleground states override results favoring [his opponent], in an unprecedented bid to alter the outcome of the election,”82 as well as to his pressure campaign on election officials to “find” votes and manufacture his victory.83


81 See, e.g., sources cited supra note 1.


83 Former president Trump’s much-publicized call to Secretary Raffensperger asking him to “find” an additional 11,780 votes and declare Trump the winner of Georgia’s presidential election shows the political willingness to corruptly influence election officials to set aside the principles of impartial election administration to achieve partisan aims. See Amy Gardner, ‘I Just Want to Find 11,780 Votes’: In Extraordinary Hour-Long Call, Trump Pressures Georgia Secretary of State to Recalculate the Vote in His Favor, Wash. Post (Jan. 3, 2021), https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-raffensperger-call-georgia-vote/2021/01/03/d45acb92-4dc4-11eb-bda4-615aaefd0555_story.html.
Most alarming were new state proposals that in some cases would have allowed partisan actors to entirely discard the results of popular elections with which they disagreed.\(^8^4\) For example, a proposed bill in Arizona last year, H.B. 2720, would have provided that “by majority vote at any time before the presidential inauguration [the legislature] may revoke the secretary of state’s issuance or certification of a presidential elector’s certificate of election.”\(^8^5\) A similar proposal in Missouri, H.B. 1301, would have allowed the state legislature to “retain its authority to name presidential electors in cases of fraud” or if a court or the executive branch were perceived to have interfered in election administration.\(^8^6\) In Texas, S.B. 7, a bill ultimately replaced by S.B. 1 discussed above, would have granted power to overturn elections to the State’s elected judges.\(^8^7\) And in Nevada, certain lawmakers sought a state constitutional amendment that would have transferred power to certify the state’s election results from the state supreme court to the state legislature.\(^8^8\)

These failed efforts are part of a concerning trend of state legislatures responding to the outcome of the 2020 election by trying to consolidate power to themselves at the expense of experienced election officials.\(^8^9\) Indeed, several less extreme but still problematic proposals in the same vein have become law since 2020.\(^9^0\)


\(^8^5\) H.B. 2720, 55th Leg., Reg. Sess. (Ariz. 2021). Arizona had two other proposed bills that would have similarly allowed the state legislature to interfere with election results. See States United Democracy Ctr. June Report, \textit{supra} note 1, at 9-10.


\(^8^9\) See Election Crisis Task Force Report, \textit{supra} note 1, at 3.

For instance, in Arkansas, lawmakers passed a new law, S.B. 643, that authorizes a legislative committee to investigate election complaints and makes it easier to take over county elections without a legitimate justification.91

Legislators in Georgia followed suit after proponents of the stolen election lies baselessly accused nonpartisan county election workers of manipulating votes. Part of Georgia’s S.B. 202, enacted during Spring 2021 and described above, grants the State Election Board broad power over county election officials.92 Specifically, S.B. 202 allows “the State Election Board [to] suspend elected county or municipal superintendents and appoint an individual to serve as the temporary superintendent” in that jurisdiction.93 Superintendents are considered the “top election officials” of each county, and the Board-appointed superintendent will be able to “exercise all the powers and duties of a superintendent as provided by law,”94 which includes disqualifying voters, relocating polling sites, and potentially refusing to certify results.95 Because a party with the majority in both houses of the Georgia General Assembly will control the Board, the broad power granted to the State Election Board
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95 S.B. 202 did not alter the standards for certifying election results. See, e.g., Ga. Code Ann. § 21-2-33.1(f) (giving Board-appointed superintendents “all the powers and duties of a superintendent as provided by law”). However, there is debate over the circumstances under which a superintendent could refuse to certify results and what the consequences of that refusal would be. The relevant statute provides that a superintendent “shall . . . certif[y]” the results by the Monday following the election after the returns are “found to be correct or corrected.” Id. § 21-2-493(k). As part of this process, “[i]f any error or fraud is discovered, the superintendent shall compute and certify the votes justly.” Id. § 21-2-493(i). Georgia law also does not explicitly provide for what happens if a superintendent declines to certify results: the relevant provision provides only that she “shall” do so. Ga. Code Ann. § 21-2-493(k). When a county refused to certify the results of a recount in 2020, the Secretary of State’s office responded by providing technical support to facilitate the recount process and launching a still-ongoing investigation of the county’s process. Secretary of State’s Office Opens Investigation into Coffee County’s Handling of Recount, Ga. Sec’y Of State, https://sos.ga.gov/index.php/elections/secy_of_states_office_opens_investigation_into_coffee_countys_handling_of_recount (last visited Mar. 30, 2022).
correspondingly broadens the Assembly’s power to influence members of the Board on partisan grounds.  

S.B. 202 also more directly grants the Georgia General Assembly power over local election officials by allowing individual Georgia representatives to request performance reviews of election officials in their jurisdictions. Upon receiving these requests, the State Election Board is to appoint “an independent performance review board” and then may use the findings of the review board as the basis to remove the official whose performance is in question.

Reviews pursuant to this provision are already underway. The State Election Board appointed a partisan performance review board to investigate the baseless stolen election allegations in Fulton County and potentially take over election administration there, which contains Georgia’s largest concentration of Democratic voters. Despite recently confirming the accuracy of Fulton County’s election results, the State Election Board nonetheless referred the county election officials to the state Attorney General for investigation of the scant incidents of inadvertent and inevitable human errors—moving a step closer to the county officials being replaced by appointed partisans who would administer the next election.

Additionally, in other Georgia counties, nonpartisan election boards that have been in place for years to manage and certify Georgia’s elections are being abruptly


98 Id. § 21-2-106(a), (c).


dissolved under new Georgia law.101 This fundamental restructuring of local election administration in Georgia has enabled counties to shift power away from longtime impartial election officials and toward inexperienced partisan actors, who in some instances have explicitly endorsed groundless stolen election claims.102

Finally, adding to the Georgia General Assembly’s intrusion on election administration functions, S.B. 202 removes the Georgia Secretary of State as the chairperson of the State Election Board, instead calling for the chairperson to be elected by the Georgia General Assembly, with the Secretary of State merely deemed an “ex officio nonvoting member of the board.”103 While the chairperson “shall be nonpartisan,”104 this new procedures nonetheless open the door for the election of a chairperson who shares the majority of the General Assembly’s views regarding the results or legitimacy of any given election. Given the tensions between Georgia’s Secretary of State and legislators that arose during the 2020 election—with Republican Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger facing criticism for not supporting the former president and his allies’ stolen election lies105—legislators could seek out a chairperson whom members believe would follow its party line on any given matter, including whether to certify the results of an election if the winner does not belong to the same party that controls the General Assembly.

Additionally, a new law proposed but recently struck down in Arizona would have also shifted power away from the Arizona Secretary of State, Katie Hobbs, on
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104 Id. § 21-2-30(a.1)(2).

blatantly partisan grounds. The law provided that Arizona’s Attorney General, Mark Brnovich, “has sole authority to direct the defense of state election law or laws being challenged,” thereby permitting him to “intervene on behalf of the state” “in any proceeding in which the validity of a state election law is challenged . . . if [he] determines” that “intervention is appropriate.” Accordingly, the law would have given the Arizona Attorney General, who is Republican, ultimate authority to dictate legal strategy in election law cases in the event that he disagrees with the state’s elected Secretary of State, currently a Democrat. Importantly, this designation of control over litigation was designed to last only through the end of Secretary Hobbs’ term, as the goal of the legislature was “to ensure that the authority given to . . . Brnovich would not transfer to any Democrat who won the next race for attorney general.” Although the Arizona Supreme Court struck down this law on procedural grounds because the legislature improperly passed it in an omnibus budget bill, nothing in the court’s decision prevents the state from reenacting it, and numerous pending proposals in the Arizona legislature would effectively do so.

In Texas, the recently enacted S.B. 1 presents another instance of the legislative usurpation of election officials’ authority. S.B. 1 imposes severe restrictions on how election officials can administer elections and help citizens apply to vote or cast a vote. For example, the Texas law prohibits early voting clerks from any “attempt to solicit a person to complete an application for an early voting
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ballot,”¹¹³ and forbids state or local officials from “distribut[ing] an application form
for an early ballot” to someone who did not request the application, or from “us[ing]
public funds to facilitate” such distribution by someone else.¹¹⁴ Finally, the bill uses
sweeping language to mandate that public officials “not create, alter, modify, waive,
or suspend any election standard, practice, or procedure mandated by law or rule in
a manner not expressly authorized by this code.”¹¹⁵ In effect, S.B. 1 would eliminate
election officials’ ability to administer state law in the manner that they believe
would, based on their experience and discretion in specific circumstances, ensure that
more citizens are able to vote easily and that elections run efficiently within the
processes established by the legislature.

New proposals in 2022 continue the trend of state legislators attempting to
enact laws that seize power over elections to partisan lawmakers at the expense of
experienced election officials. From new bills filed in Wisconsin and Michigan to
renewed efforts in Arizona,¹¹⁶ legislators are pursuing troubling ways to put election
administration in the hands of political party patrons rather than trusted election
officials.

The changes in state laws that narrow the authority traditionally given to
impartial elections experts, or that provide for increased influence over the functions
of election administration by the state legislature, risk removing the key guardrails
that prevented further democratic crises in 2020. By increasing the partisan
influence over traditionally nonpartisan election administration tasks, such as the
ministerial responsibility of certifying the final results after the votes have been

¹¹³ Tex. Elec. Code § 84.0011 (sec. 4.02)
¹¹⁴ Tex. Elec. Code § 84.0111 (sec. 4.05)
¹¹⁵ Tex. Elec. Code § 276.017 (sec. 6.03)
¹¹⁶ See, e.g., Lalee Ibsa & Meg Cunningham, GOP-controlled legislatures look to overhaul election laws ahead of
counted, supporters of the stolen election lies have made usurping the electoral power away from the people easier. Enabling greater partisan manipulation of election administration risks widening cracks in our legal framework and removing the principled election officials who were willing to stand firm for democratic norms rather than submit to raw political objectives during the 2020 election.

4. **The election falsehoods encourage threats against hardworking election officials, the criminalization of their work, and the politicization of their roles.**

Nonpartisan election officials have borne the brunt of some of the worst consequences from the 2020 stolen election lies. These public servants, who work under-appreciated jobs to ensure that our democratic processes properly function and that every vote that should be counted gets counted, have come under tremendous stress throughout the 2020 election cycle and since. Given that the former president recently suggested that because “[t]he vote counter is often more important than the candidate,” and that his supporters “have to get a lot tougher and smarter at the polls,” the forces intimidating election officials are unlikely to subside.\(^{117}\)

The immense pressure on election officials most alarmingly includes a steep rise in the harassment and threats of violence targeting them.\(^{118}\) A recent investigation identified hundreds of occurrences of intimidation and harassment against election workers and officials nationwide, but only a handful of arrests of the attackers.\(^{119}\) Proponents of the stolen election lies directed over one hundred explicit threats of death or violence at more than forty election officials.\(^{120}\) Nearly eight in ten


\(^{119}\) Linda So & Jason Szep, *supra* note 118.

\(^{120}\) *Id.*
local election officials feel the physical danger presented in their work has increased recently, and one-sixth report having received explicit threats of violence.  

State secretaries of state—who typically serve as their states’ chief election officers—are among those who faced significant threats and intimidation to themselves and their families in the wake of the 2020 election.

In her testimony to the U.S. Senate Committee on Rules and Administration in October 2021, Arizona Secretary of State Katie Hobbs described the threats that she and other election officials have faced in the year since the 2020 election. From the armed groups that amassed outside Secretary Hobbs’ home chanting, “Katie come out and play, we are watching you,” to the orange jumpsuits mailed to intimidate Arizona county supervisors, these once behind-the-scenes election officials are now facing growing threats.

Georgia Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger, who resisted the former president’s claims that the election in Georgia was stolen, also “receive[ed] death threats almost immediately after Trump’s surprise loss in Georgia,” leading him and his family to go into hiding after his daughter-in-law’s home was broken into and individuals identified as members of the Oath Keepers, an extremist group, were discovered outside his own home.


Michigan Secretary of State Jocelyn Benson also faced death threats and harassment following the election.\textsuperscript{126} Armed protesters used megaphones to chant election-related conspiracy theories outside of Benson’s home a few weeks after the election while Benson was home with her 4-year-old son.\textsuperscript{127}

Colorado Secretary of State Jena Griswold reported to federal officials receiving twenty-two death threats in one week alone in February 2022.\textsuperscript{128} One prominent proponent of election conspiracy theories in Colorado claimed that Griswold stole the election and threatened that “if you’re involved in election fraud, then you deserve to hang” because, he said, “sometime the old ways are the best ways.”\textsuperscript{129} Long after the 2020 presidential election, these threats suggest that the dangerous trend extends beyond high profile federal elections to even include off-cycle state elections.

Workers in lower- or mid-level positions similarly face threats and intimidation from those angered by the outcome of the election and their misguided stolen election beliefs. For example, some supporters of the election falsehoods seized on a video that spread quickly online of a poll worker placing paper in the trash, believing it proved the vote count had been corrupted.\textsuperscript{130} Even though Fulton County quickly fact-checked the claims, showing they were false by comparing the size of the paper thrown away with the size of a ballot, “by the time fact checkers weighed in,

\begin{footnotesize}


\textsuperscript{128} Zach Montellaro, \textit{supra} note 121.

\textsuperscript{129} Bente Birkeland, \textit{Facing ongoing threats, Colorado’s Secretary of State says the position needs more security — and other politicians want the same}, Colo. Public Radio (Mar. 2, 2022), www.cpr.org/2022/03/02/colorado-secretary-of-state-jena-griswold-security-harassment/.

\end{footnotesize}
the poll worker had already quit and gone into hiding, due to the false accusations against him.”

These threats are unlikely to subside on their own. Indeed, a recent poll shows that nearly 4-in-10 polled Americans who believe the stolen election lies also say that violence may be necessary to “save our country,” in their view.

While the federal government has attempted to step in, those efforts have so far been unable to abate the serious threats and risks of harm to election officials. The Department of Justice held a recent meeting with a bipartisan group of over 1,400 election officials to “discuss mounting and persistent threats to the safety of election officials and workers across the country,” and launched an Election Threats Task Force to monitor and address such threats. And the Department of Homeland Security issued an advisory warning that “[s]ome domestic violent extremists have continued to advocate for violence in response to false or misleading narratives about unsubstantiated election fraud,” and that the “months preceding the upcoming 2022 midterm elections could provide additional opportunities for these extremists and other individuals to call for violence directed at democratic institutions, political candidates, party offices, election events, and election workers.” But from this announced increased attention to the issue, the Department of Justice has revealed only two prosecutions of stolen election extremists who credibly threatened violence against election officials.

131 Id.


At the same time that election workers are fielding alarming harassment and intimidation from outside actors, recent changes in state laws since the 2020 election have also created new ways for election work to be subject to formal criminal prosecution. Numerous states—including Texas, Iowa, and North Dakota—have enacted new laws that specifically criminalize activities by election officials, in many cases with the threat of felony prosecutions or with hefty punishments for even “technical infractions” of election law.\textsuperscript{136} Some of these new criminal law proposals, such as the recently enacted Arizona H.B. 2492 described above, put election workers in the precarious position to either abandon their duties to register eligible voters pursuant to federal law requirements, or follow those federal duties but face state felony prosecution applying new state criminal laws that target only election officials.\textsuperscript{137}

Under these perilous conditions, election workers are leaving their posts at worrying rates, or they are being forced out of their positions for partisan gain. Administering an election during an unprecedented global pandemic is a challenging feat and harrowing experience in itself; many election officials who now face threats of violence after getting through the 2020 election are opting for retirement rather than continue through the 2022 or 2024 election cycles.\textsuperscript{138} In one recent study, 30% of polled election officials reported knowing one or more workers who have already left their job at least in part because of a fear for their safety due to the increased

\textsuperscript{136} See, e.g., States United Democracy Ctr. April and June Reports, \textit{supra} note 1.

\textsuperscript{137} H.B. 2492, 56th Leg., 1st Reg. Sess. (Ariz. 2022); Ray Stern, \textit{supra} note 48.

threats and intimidation. The same poll shows that 20% of the remaining election officials say they are likely to quit before 2024.

Other election officials willing to stick around may not be able to do so because partisan actors are finding new ways to force their removal. In Michigan, after a Republican appointee to the state board of canvassers refused to stop the certification of the state’s 2020 election results, partisan lawmakers blocked reappointing him to a subsequent term. Virginia’s governor recently replaced the State’s top election official, who was widely seen as a nonpartisan consensus choice, with a former top aide to a state senator who while in office praised the January 6 insurrectionists. In Pennsylvania, the state legislature pursued the impeachment of the members of two county election commissions who voted to count timely received vote by mail ballots that lacked a date handwritten by the voter, which has been subject to ongoing litigation. And the former state Supreme Court justice leading the partisan sham review of Wisconsin’s elections has pushed to jail city election officials for refusing to participate in the stolen election conspiracy.

While election officials are under attack and offices across the country are experiencing a mass exodus of experienced employees, stolen election lies proponents
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140 See id.; see also Miles Parker, 1 in 5 local election officials say they’re likely to quit before 2024, NPR (Mar. 10, 2022), https://www.npr.org/2022/03/10/1085425464/1-in-5-local-election-officials-say-theyre-likely-to-quit-before-2024.


have redoubled their efforts to replace election workers with rogue political actors. There is currently an active, well-funded campaign to recruit partisans to take over election administration roles, making it easier to sabotage future elections. As of January 27, 2022, at least twenty-one candidates who have subscribed to stolen election lies are running for Secretary of States in eighteen states; this means that in 2 out of 3 Secretary of State contests nationwide, one of the leading candidates has publicly supported the conspiracy challenging the 2020 election results. Some the most highly contested Secretary of State races with election skeptics as candidates are in swing states—e.g., Arizona, Wisconsin, Georgia, and Nevada—where a rogue state elections chief could cause significant uncertainty and disruption.

Lower profile election worker positions are also at risk of being coopted for political purposes. Appointees to state and county election positions are becoming more extreme and partisan. In Michigan, for example, political actors have worked in recent months to replace county canvassers with partisans who have embraced the stolen election lies. Similar efforts are underway in Ohio, Iowa, and other states. In a particularly shocking example, one of the attendees at the so-called Stop the Steal rally leading to the January 6 storming of the U.S. Capitol soon returned home


In sum, election officials since 2020 have faced intense external forces of threats of violence and harassment, and internal forces of being criminalized, fired, or politicized. In this environment, the country’s election infrastructure will struggle to maintain nonpartisan and impartial workers who are in it to promote democracy and fair results rather than seeking partisan gain. Election officials are the lifeblood of a properly functioning voting system. Allowing them to be replaced by partisan actors risks severe consequences if and when the next election crisis arises.

\section*{B. The consequences of stolen election lies are depressed public trust in government and the electoral process.}

Since the 2020 presidential election, poll after poll has shown that the events of January 6th and the fallout of the stolen election lies have shaken Americans’ belief in our democratic institutions. Generally, Americans’ trust in government is at historic lows.\footnote{Public Trust in Government: 1958-2021, Pew Research Ctr. (May 17, 2021), https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2021/05/17/public-trust-in-government-1958-2021/ (last accessed Mar. 30, 2022).} People are concerned that the events of January 6th are not just isolated incidents but a sign of increasing political violence, and this has eroded the belief that American democracy is secure.\footnote{Anthony Salvanto, Kabir Khanna, Fred Backus, & Jennifer Depinto, CBS News poll: A year after Jan. 6, violence still seen threatening U.S. democracy, and some say force can be justified, CBS News (Jan. 2, 2022, 1:01 PM), https://www.cbsnews.com/news/january-6-opinion-poll-2022/.} In one January 2022 poll, 64% of Americans believe democracy in the United States is “in crisis and at risk of failing”\footnote{Joel Rose, 6 in 10 Americans say U.S. democracy is in crisis as the ‘Big Lie’ takes root, NPR (Jan. 3, 2022), https://www.npr.org/2022/01/03/1069764164/american-democracy-poll-jan-6.} and only 20% are very confident in the country’s ability to conduct an honest
election.\textsuperscript{154} Polled voters see that risk growing, with two-thirds of respondents in one poll saying the county is more at risk of democratic decline than it was a year ago.\textsuperscript{155}

This deterioration of voters’ confidence in elections and in government crosses party lines. General feelings of pride in American democracy are at all-time lows, hovering above 50% and down considerably from a high of 90% in 2001 and 63% in 2017.\textsuperscript{156} While only 30% of polled Democratic voters attest they are confident in the U.S. election system,\textsuperscript{157} the falsehood that the 2020 election was stolen from the former president has been disastrous for Republicans’ faith in our elections, with only 13% of Republicans who are very confident in the election system and 59% that have little faith.\textsuperscript{158} Overall, only 37% of polled Republicans said they are confident the next presidential election will be open and fair.\textsuperscript{159} And while 82% of Democrats said they would trust the results of the 2024 presidential election to be accurate if their candidate did not win; only 33% of Republicans reported feeling the same.\textsuperscript{160}

Troublingly, voters of both parties doubt that state officials of the other party will agree to accept the results of an election if their party loses.\textsuperscript{161} Democrats have become more skeptical, with 67% concerned about the results in Republican states,
compared to 56% of Republicans about results in Democratic states.\textsuperscript{162} Independents share in the skepticism but are more concerned about Republican-controlled states.\textsuperscript{163}

Polling conducted after the results of the Arizona Cyber Ninjas review also shows those partisan-motivated “investigations” are especially damaging to the public trust. As noted above, only 36% of those polled believe that the Cyber Ninjas review proved the correct winner of Maricopa County’s presidential votes; a majority of polled Republicans reject the audit’s findings, choosing to believe instead that the process found significant voter fraud when it in fact did not.\textsuperscript{164} Additional polling from before and after Arizona’s partisan election investigation found that it did more to reinforce concerns around election fraud than to alleviate them.\textsuperscript{165}

The perceived and actual risk of repeated political violence because of disputed election results is also on the rise. Asked if violent action against the government is justified at times, over a third of respondents in one poll agreed, with the strongest support coming from Republicans and independents.\textsuperscript{166} This increased acceptance of political violence is significantly higher than past polls over more than two decades.\textsuperscript{167} Disturbingly, recent polling shows that Americans now expect violence from supporters of the losing side in an election: while only 2% of respondents say they actively favor violence if their side lost the election, a quarter said it would depend on the circumstances.\textsuperscript{168}

Researchers studying political violence are also ringing alarm bells about the increased risks in the United States. For example, Rachel Kleinfeld, senior fellow in the Democracy, Conflict, and Governance Program at the Carnegie Endowment for

\textsuperscript{162} Id.

\textsuperscript{163} Id.


\textsuperscript{165} Doubt in American System Increases, Monmouth Univ. Polling Institute (Nov. 15, 2021), https://www.monmouth.edu/polling-institute/reports/monmouthpoll_us_111521/.

\textsuperscript{166} Balz, supra note 156.

\textsuperscript{167} Id.

\textsuperscript{168} Salvanto, supra note 152.
International Peace and a leading expert on political violence, warns that both the amount and nature of political extremism has worsened in the United States.\textsuperscript{169} Kleinfeld’s identified factors that elevate the risks of political violence typify our current circumstances: (1) perceived highly competitive contests that could shift the balance of power; (2) stark partisan division based on identity; (3) electoral rules that can be manipulated; and (4) weak institutional constraints on violence that lead perpetrators to believe they will not be held accountable.\textsuperscript{170} According to Kleinfeld, ideas that were once considered fringe are now covered on mainstream media outlets, creating a growing audience that is willing to undertake, support, or excuse the use of force for perceived political gain.\textsuperscript{171} The people who could be willing to commit political violence are now not just rogue outliers, but sometimes regular Americans who are integrated in social life but nonetheless captured and manipulated by stolen election conspiracies.\textsuperscript{172}

Additionally, the election falsehoods have split the Republican Party into fractions of supporters and representatives who believe the conspiracy and those who accept reality.\textsuperscript{173} The unwillingness of some partisans to accept the results of the 2020 election now over fifteen months later creates deep rifts in our political associations. Even some leading Republican officials who initially were willing to question aspects of the election without fully committing to the conspiracy now cannot reel in members of their party who are perpetuating the extreme falsities.\textsuperscript{174} As the fringe views are given credence, they become more prominent and take on a life of their own that cannot easily be pulled away from the minds of voters and lawmakers once party leadership realizes the deception has gone too far.


\textsuperscript{170} Id.

\textsuperscript{171} Id.

\textsuperscript{172} Id.


\textsuperscript{174} Id.; see also Calvin Woodward, \textit{supra} note 16.
In sum, manufactured concerns over stolen elections make large segments of the electorate distrust legitimate results and question the democratic process. Far from empty rhetoric or just politics as usual, these stolen election lies mislead Americans into challenging the rule of law and contesting the peaceful transition of power when their preferred candidates lose. This reduced confidence in elections leads to partisan lawmakers further damaging the system by enacting laws that politicize the process or make voting needlessly more difficult. And the stolen election lies inspire the type of political violence perpetrated on January 6, 2021, which rips at the ties binding our country by denigrating our democratic institutions and ideals.

C. The federal government must take action to prevent further damage to our election system.

While the problems stemming from the stolen election lies are significant and pose a serious threat to the proper functioning of our democracy, many of them are solvable through federal legislative and enforcement action. The priorities must be to address increased efforts to raise the burdens of voting, the manipulation of votes and results after election day, and the alarming threats against election officials. Congress can pass new laws that fix weaknesses in our current legal framework where proponents of stolen election lies have sought to exploit gaps for political gain. Many such fixes already exist in specific provisions contained in proposed laws currently before Congress.

First, Congress must enact new laws that will curb the rise of laws that make voting needlessly more difficult based on stolen election lies. As I have described above, new laws and proposed legislation in the last two years have chased the shadow of voter fraud by finding heavy-handed and overbroad news ways to remove eligible voters from the registration rolls and make voter access more difficult.

There are several critical provisions already drafted in legislation before Congress that would make an immediate difference and have had successful bipartisan use in the states. To begin, enacting same-day registration can limit the harmful effects of wrongful registration purges by allowing eligible voters to still
show up to register and vote on election day. Standardizing meaningful early voting in the states will also enable citizens with greater voting inflexibilities (such as rural voters, students, and voters with less access to resources) to still be able to cast their ballot even if they cannot do so on election day. Guaranteeing access to vote by mail—a process that states across the country have tested for years and found is safe, secure, and partisan-neutral—will make sure that any eligible voter who wants to vote is empowered to do so. And requiring that states give their election officials meaningful additional time before election day to preprocess received ballots and prepare them to be tabulated after the polls close will help ensure timely election results. Enacting these federal baselines, among others, will reinforce our national ideals that, no matter where someone lives or how many resources they have, all citizens should have a fair chance to participate in the electoral process.

Second, Congress should legislatively reinforce that states have no power to disturb the results of popular elections. Congress can do so by updating the Electoral Count Act (ECA), focusing on two core clarifying revisions that remove ambiguities in the 1887 statute’s at-times obscure and outdated language. Critically, the ECA must make clear that once a state holds a legitimate popular election to select its presidential electors, the state legislature has no power to displace those results.
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177 See, e.g., Daniel M. Thompson, et al., Universal vote-by-mail has no impact on partisan turnout or vote share, Proceedings on the National Academy of Sciences (June 9, 2020), https://www.pnas.org/doi/10.1073/pnas.2007249117; see also sources cited supra notes 28 & 29.


ECA is key to reinforcing what we know from our Constitution to be true—that any post-hoc usurpation of the presidential electors’ power from the people violates voters’ fundamental constitutional rights, and intrudes on the federal government’s constitutional prerogative to designate the time for holding presidential elections and the process for counting the duly-provided votes from states’ legitimate popular election results.

Along similar lines, Congress must update the ECA to expressly provide that once a state’s election results are settled, the state governor has no authority to refuse to certify that outcome. Again, our Constitution forbids any contrary result. But the ECA can and should be updated to fortify that elections in our modern democracy are dictated by the people, not one potentially rogue official. Congress can likewise enact additional laws that authorize the Department of Justice, as provided in existing legislative proposals, to prevent interference with state and local officials conducting the vote count and election certification to ensure the people’s voice is accurately reflected.  

Third, Congress must urgently pass new laws that provide greater federal protections for election officials and volunteers. Existing federal criminal law generally prohibits threats made through interstate communications, which has been the source of the Department of Justice’s recent prosecutions of two stolen election extremists who threatened officials in Nevada and Georgia.  

But that leaves enforcement gaps for certain intrastate and in-person threats that federal law may not reach, and fails to protect the specific security needs of election officials under attack.  

Existing proposals in legislation before Congress that add new federal criminal offenses and resources for the prosecutions of violent stolen election
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conspiracists would aid the Department of Justice to provide needed protections for election workers.  

Additionally, the federal government, through CISA and other agencies, must engage now to coordinate more trainings and provide additional funding for election offices to protect themselves against threats and take steps to remove identifying information online to avoid harassment or doxing. Programs that protect the information of domestic violence and stalking victims in government databases can serve as a model. Additionally, election officials under threat should be provided federal grants to purchase home intrusion detection systems, and further funding for training and education related to maintaining greater personal security.

Fourth, Congress can enact new laws to strengthen protections over the security of state voting equipment, voters’ ballots, and the counting process. Provisions in existing proposals before Congress include improving security and chain-of-custody procedures for voting equipment and ballots to prevent their manipulation by state actors or private companies during sham partisan reviews of election results. Federal law should also be updated to prohibit federal actors from improperly seizing state or county voting equipment and materials.
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Fifth, Congress should enact new laws that seek to address post-election misinformation, as well as fraudulent fundraising and spending on efforts to perpetuate the stolen election lies. Congress can do so by prohibiting misinformation campaigns intended to impede the lawful counting of ballots or certification of results.\textsuperscript{189} Congress can address problematic financial incentives for stolen election lies\textsuperscript{190} and protect donors by restricting fraudulent post-election fundraising for frivolous election contests.\textsuperscript{191} It can also increase post-election spending transparency for voters by defining spending by candidates and groups on efforts to influence vote counting as election spending, so it is subject to the same limits and disclosure requirements as other campaign spending.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{191} See, e.g., John L. Dorman, supra note 18.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}